and Aad P.A. van Moorse12 bound, i.e., one obtains statements such as "with 99% certainty this protocol specification does not allow for non-admissible states".
To achieve this goal, newly developed solution techniques for transient measures have been implemented in PET. These algorithms are based on uniformization, a method considered by different authors to be the method of choice for transient analysis of Markovian models [3, 61 .
For acyclic models, orthogonal uniformization (OU) has been developed [6, 71. In OU the memory occupancy is no longer determined by the size of the state space. This makes it possible to solve very large, and even infinitely large, acyclic Markov models. To deal with non-acyclic models a different method called partial uniformization (PU) can be used [7] . This method is particularly promising for handling large state spaces for general models. It does not generate the whole state space a priori, but step-wise traverses the state space, using the fact that for transient meaState-space explosion. One of the major aspects that hampers the use of SPN-based Markov modsures bounds on the induced error can be straightforwardly obtained along the way. els for the analytic solution of performance and dependability results is the size of the state space. Although typically models of up to a few hundred thousand states can conveniently be solved on modern-day work-stations, often even larger models are required to represent all the desired detail of the system. Our tool P E T (probabilistic evaluation tool) circumvents problems of large state spaces when the desired performance and dependability measure are transient measures. It does so by an approach named probabilistic evaluation.
Probabilistic evaluation. The approach followed in P E T has been motivated by what is known in the area of communication protocol design as "probabilistic verification" [5] or "probabilistic validation" [2] . In these approaches, one verifies or validates the correctness of a protocol specification by only addressing part of its underlying state machine. This, of course, then leads to probabilistic statements on the correctness of these protocols, preferably in the form of a lower -State-space generation ordering. The power of both OU and PU as a probabilistic evaluation approach is influenced considerably by the order in which the state space is traversed. Preferably, the state space is generated in such order that as few states as possible are used in the evaluation. Different state space exploration approaches are implemented in PET: a standard breath-first generation method, a "mean-time-tounknown"-method [9] and a simple heuristic [7] . In a comparison of these, it has turned out that the heuristic approach explores the state space in a close to optimal order without much overhead. Other heuristics are presented in [4] . PET: probabilistic evaluation tool. The practical value of the combination of uniformization and state space exploration as a probabilistic evaluation technique, depends on the actual implementation and application. It is therefore essential to experiment with prototype implementations of the algorithms, for realistic systems. Therefore, we have developed PET, and (iii) the desired accuracy.
Depending on the particular uniformization technique to be used, the uniformization tool (UNIF) starts requesting the state space generator (SSG) for states, i.e., for lines of the (partial) generator matrix describing the underlying Markov chain. Memory is reserved dynamically by the memory management unit (MM). Weighting factors in the urdformization summation are provided by the Poisson probabilities calculator (PP); they are calculated only once. If the user requests so, or if needed to fulfill the accuracy requirements, the uniformization tool a,;ks for more states to be generated.
PET currently supports the following; uniformization techniques: standard uniformization, dynamic uniformization, orthogonal uniformizatiim, and partial uniformization [6, 71. PET also includes the three state space generation techniques presented above.
Implementation issues. PET has been implemented in C for Sun Sparc 1 workstations and covers around 4000 lines of commented code. The SPN models that serve as input are described using the C-based SPN language of SPNP, i.e., CSPL [l] .
The state space generator is currently i d y virtually present. What actually has been implemented is that the overall state space is generated using the SPNP package [l], however, access to the state space and the generator matrix is done in such a w,ky that, from the viewpoint of the uniformization tool, it is as if the state space is generated stepwise ancl on-demand. This feature of' PET makes that new state space generation techniques can easily be incorporated. Once fully tested, they can be integrated in an SPN tool that really traiisforms the SPN to the Markov reward model.
